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‘I am outside the door’ whispered the surrounds as it awoke from the night’s slumber. 

There I quietly sat as the fire enlightened the dull surroundings in which my friend lay beside me. Soon night would 

give way to dawn and the hustle and bustle would engulf the horizon. As I turned to my side, a stray paper dropped 

to my feet. I ignored it as the city’s rubbish blew besides us. Shivering but yet unstartled we slowly arose from our 

hard beds and greeted the concrete landscape as we had done so each morning. 

Tossing the night’s build-up of leaves and other scraps over our balcony onto the road beside us was a daily ritual we 

had little choice to do in order to maintain our home. “What time is it?” my friend said under his breath with his 

distinct morning accent. “The usual eh”, I replied emotionlessly as I pondered what might become of our residence 

when we return tonight. We folded up our beds and glanced at the passing traffic patiently awaiting the gracious 

milkman whom stopped and offered us a bottle and a snack each day. 

Heavy vehicles raged past as did motorcycles and taxis, all to disturb the peace and early morning sanity that allowed 

me to ponder of what the future held. In the distance the city’s street lights were turning off as the office workers 

started to leave for their jobs. Abstract and unknown to the city’s metropolitan masses stood two men in their small 

home counting everyone that passed on the tram line and overpasses. 

These events repeated itself on a daily basis with little end in sight. I made a mark on the ground for every day we 

had lived like this, yet I was comfortable to have the company of a caring friend whom also endured the house in 

which we found ourselves. “Oh”, “you” would be the greeting that we often receive upon the straggler whom 

hopped off the wrong end of the tram line. There was no “good morning” or “hi how are you doing today”, just plain 

stares and sometimes insults that we often responded with an ignorant glance and shaking of our heads. 

The milkman did not stop by this morning; neither did the newspaper delivery truck that had usually completed its 

dawn shift by this time. There was nothing on our table, no milk, no food and newspaper not that we really cared 

about a city that didn’t acknowledge us but rather we shed a sigh as we wondered what would be burnt tonight for 

our fire. We sat there quietly on our beds which now doubled as living room seats, and waited. 

Workmen soon arrived in their brightly coloured vests and mango orange helmets surround our home. It was not 

possible to tell apart the supervisor from the worker, the movement as though each of one of them in their faceless 

uniforms raised their shovels and started their bulldozers which blazed like guns blaring. We continued to patiently 

wait as one by one the workmen lined up outside our window slowly shovelling our garden away. They dug into the 

scare piece of soft ground that we had near our home. Not content with uprooting our small slice of nature, they 

turned and knocked not our door but over it. 

As our front door collapsed before us, an official pointed his sharp eyes at me and said “we are here to remove this 

element of rubbish from our city”. The municipal government had given orders the day before that the city be 

cleared of such filth and by such “filth”, they meant us. The declaration that had landed monetarily at my feet before 

my friend arose was being put into action. Both the milkman and newspaper delivery driver had been told not to 

feed the “stench” of the streets. 

There was nothing to pick-up as our home of years had been swept away like water under the bridge. Though as it 

seems our status quo had been evacuated we glanced sturdily at the hard whitewashed wooden the signpost that 

greeted us. The words imprinted on the four panels scolded at us as if they were sharp pointing fingers. We had to 

make the choice, to take a journey to seek our lives’ directions. But there was no place assigned for us to go and 

even yet no place for us to dwell upon, so as we hesitantly left together for the unknown city on the horizon, we 

held each other as though our friendship had not been touched. There the day broke open and along the dirt 

footpath hailed the hand of the sun’s warmth as if it wanted to reach out to dear old mother earth. Without a 

backward glance settled off our road just as if we were headed to work along with the daily commute. Only that for 

the two of us, our job being complete through our bond needed a new tree to lean upon. 


